Clemson Starters:

D  3  Oskar Agren
D  4  Justin Malou
D  5  Malick Mbaye
F 10  Adrian Nunez
F 11  Grayson Barber
F 14  Mohamed Seye
MF 17  Quinn McNeill
MF 18  Alvaro Gomez
MF 20  Phillip Mayaka
D 27  Isaiah Reid
GK 31  George Marks

Charleston Starters:

GK 28  ALSTROM, Isaac
D 24  COX, Tomas
D  3  GULLEDGE, Cole
D  2  DEARLE, Peter
D 26  MAXWELL, George
MF  6  CAHILL, Steven
MF 22  HUDOCK, Liam
MF 16  RAY, Alden
F 10  HEFFRON, Tucker
F 15  REYES, Carlos
F 12  MYLLERUP, Mads

00:00  George Marks at goalie for Clemson.
00:00  ALSTROM, Isaac at goalie for Charleston.
02:31  Header Shot by CU Adrian Nunez, SAVE ALSTROM, Isaac.
       Foul on Charleston.
       Foul on Clemson.
       Foul on Clemson.
18:06  Corner kick by COFC HUDOCK, Liam [18:06].
18:39  Corner kick by COFC HUDOCK, Liam [18:39].
19:10  Corner kick by COFC CAHILL, Steven [19:10].
20:43  GOAL by CU Mohamed Seye (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Justin Malou.

CLEMSON 1, CHARLESTON 0

*Ball came in from right side, 14 turned and took the shot
  Foul on Charleston.
  Foul on Charleston.
  Foul on Charleston.
23:45  Shot by CU Quinn McNeill BLOCKED.
       Foul on Clemson.
24:38  Shot by COFC HUDOCK, Liam WIDE RIGHT.
       Foul on Charleston.
29:14  Shot by CU Adrian Nunez, SAVE ALSTROM, Isaac.
29:23  CU substitution: Kimarni Smith for Adrian Nunez.
29:23  CU substitution: James Brighton for Mohamed Seye.
29:23  Corner kick by CU Phillip Mayaka [29:23].
30:20  CU substitution: Tanner Dieterich for Quinn McNeill.
31:25  GOAL by CU Kimarni Smith, Assist by Tanner Dieterich and Grayson Barber.

CLEMSON 2, CHARLESTON 0

*ball was played in from right side of box into middle of box, 9 score
32:16  Shot by CU James Brighton WIDE RIGHT.
34:26  Corner kick by CU Phillip Mayaka [34:26].
35:05  Shot by CU Isaiah Reid HIGH.
       Foul on Clemson.
       Foul on Charleston.
36:17  Yellow card on COFC CAHILL, Steven.
36:42  Shot by CU Alvaro Gomez WIDE LEFT.
37:04  CU substitution: Sindri Bjornsson for Alvaro Gomez.
37:04  CU substitution: Felipe Fernandez for Phillip Mayaka.
Play-by-Play Summary (1st period)
#6 Clemson vs Charleston (Oct 01, 2019 at Mount Pleasant, S.C.)

Foul on Charleston.
40:09 Corner kick by COFC HUDOCK, Liam [40:09].
41:05 CU substitution: Stirling Russell for Grayson Barber.
41:05 COFC substitution: WALMSLEY, Connor for CAHILL, Steven.
Foul on Clemson.
Foul on Charleston.
45:00 End of period [45:00].
Play-by-Play Summary (2nd period)
#6 Clemson vs Charleston (Oct 01, 2019 at Mount Pleasant, S.C.)

45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].
45:00 For CU: #14 Mohamed Seye, #15 Charlie Asensio, #4 Justin Malou, #5 Malick Mbayé, #11 Grayson Barber, #6 Tanner Dieterich, #3 Oskar Agren, #8 Felipe Fernandez, #31 George Marks, #9 Kimarni Smith, #20 Phillip Mayaka.
45:00 For COFC: #3 GULLEDGE, Cole, #26 MAXWELL, George, #15 REYES, Carlos, #28 ALSTROM, Isaac, #2 DEARLE, Peter, #16 RAY, Alden, #21 WALMSLEY, Connor, #10 HEFFRON, Tucker, #22 HUDOCK, Liam, #12 MYLLERUP, Mads, #24 COX, Tomas. Foul on Charleston.

48:14 Header Shot by CU Tanner Dieterich WIDE RIGHT.
48:14 Shot by CU Mohamed Seye BLOCKED.
49:54 Corner kick by CU Felipe Fernandez [49:54].
51:09 Shot by COFC HUDOCK, Liam HIGH. Foul on Charleston.
Foul on Charleston.
53:11 Yellow card on COFC DEARLE, Peter.
53:13 Shot by CU Felipe Fernandez, SAVE ALSTROM, Isaac.
54:31 Corner kick by CU Felipe Fernandez [54:31].
54:34 Header GOAL by CU Mohamed Seye, Assist by Felipe Fernandez.

Clemson 3, Charleston 0

*header from corner kick
Foul on Clemson.
57:54 COFC substitution: HARRIS, Kevin for HUDOCK, Liam. Foul on Charleston.
Foul on Charleston.
58:45 Yellow card on COFC COX, Tomas.
59:15 Shot by CU Kimarni Smith HIGH.
61:19 Corner kick by CU Kimarni Smith [61:19]. Foul on Clemson. Foul on Charleston.
Foul on Charleston.
64:18 Shot by CU Adrian Nunez WIDE LEFT. Foul on Charleston.
69:18 Offside against Clemson.
70:25 CU substitution: Isaiah Reid for Phillip Mayaka.
70:25 COFC substitution: HUDOCK, Liam for HEFFRON, Tucker.
71:04 Shot by CU Adrian Nunez BLOCKED. Foul on Charleston.
73:43 Shot by CU James Brighton WIDE RIGHT.
77:43 CU substitution: Sindri Bjornsson for Tanner Dieterich.
78:07 COFC substitution: HEADRICK, Chatham for COX, Tomas.
79:09 COFC substitution: LADDA, Dylan for HUDOCK, Liam.
79:09 COFC substitution: MURRAY, Rio for MYLLERUP, Mads.
Play-by-Play Summary (2nd period)
#6 Clemson vs Charleston (Oct 01, 2019 at Mount Pleasant, S.C.)

79:09 CU substitution: John Martin for Adrian Nunez.
     Foul on Clemson.
80:36 Corner kick by COFC CLEMENTS, Zach [80:36].
     Foul on Charleston.
     Foul on Charleston.
84:54 Shot by CU Alvaro Gomez HIGH.
84:57 CU substitution: Cale Thorne for Charlie Asensio.
84:57 CU substitution: Judson Burns for Oskar Agren.
84:57 COFC substitution: DEMARTINO, Chris for DEARLE, Peter.
85:29 Shot by COFC MURRAY, Rio BLOCKED.
     Foul on Clemson.
87:07 Header Shot by COFC MURRAY, Rio HIGH.
     Foul on Clemson.
89:14 Offside against Charleston.
90:00 End of period [90:00].

CLEMSON 3, CHARLESTON 0